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FOREWORD

SHADES OF GREY AND
SUBTLE NUANCES
They say that the truth often lies somewhere in the
middle. However, in the era of social media and
fake news, we often tend to form trenchant and
polarising opinions too quickly.

60 shades of grey

This trend has become even more pronounced
over the last few years: what with the coronavirus pandemic, the war of aggression in Ukraine
and the permanent Damoclean sword of climate
change, dumbed-down reporting has reached
fever pitch. Complex issues are broken down into
front-page-grabbing headlines. However, nuanced
journalism often falls by the wayside when attracting attention is the name of the game.
We shouldn’t make things too easy for ourselves:
a thumbs up or thumbs down is simply not an
adequate response to most issues. Often, we need
to take time to consider and find the truth in the
shades of grey that lie between the poles of black
and white. But that is not all: it’s time to look at the
world in all its colour and complexity once again.

Let’s move!

A 24-bit true colour system can display 256 shades of grey. However,
the human eye can only distinguish
between a maximum of 60 different
greys.
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DEAR COLLEAGUES,
BUSINESS PARTNERS
AND FRIENDS,
this issue of WE MOVE invites
you to join us in looking at the
bigger picture. Why should we
accept a black and white version of the world when there are
so many shades of colour – and
when there is rarely such a thing
as right or wrong? We try to be
guided by this attitude when we
choose and write about topics
for WE MOVE too.
In this issue, we ask ourselves
how sustainable a circular economy can be, whether a 15-minute city is the way forward,
what effect pluralism can have
in our day-to-day dealings with
one another, and why we show
solidarity.

Our feeling of togetherness has
become especially important in
the light of the coronavirus pandemic and the war of aggression
in Ukraine.
We want to encourage you to
take action, to make a difference
and to keep showing solidarity.
Let’s take part in discussions,
seek dialogue, embrace different
viewpoints and leave our comfort zone. If we dare to take that
step, we will discover a diversity
that will enrich us all.
We hope you enjoy reading this
magazine and wish you a summer packed with all sorts of
colour.

The WE MOVE
editorial team
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‘We must be willing to tolerate different opinions.’

A cultural
shift is
under way

1
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Hello, Jean-Christophe and Jürgen.
We’re excited about the first issue of
WE MOVE this year. It’s been a few
months since we last spoke. What issues
are on your minds at the moment? How
do things stand at METRO PROPERTIES?

What exactly does that mean for our way
of working with one another?

Jürgen: We are already halfway through
2022. There are just a few months left in
our financial year and the group’s strategic
direction and objectives have been defined
with sCore. There are challenges to overcome, but also numerous opportunities which
we can – and will – seize. Ultimately, what
we get out of transformational processes
is up to us. Digitisation, the optimisation of
the national and international bricks-andmortar wholesale portfolio, digital services,
and in particular the growing delivery business are all focal issues in METRO’s sCore
group strategy.
In our last catch-up, we showed that we
could do our bit. We have future-proofed
our business in operational terms too: our
project pipeline is very solid and this will
enable us to step up our activities in areas
like energy, key account and portfolio management, as well as focusing on our core
competencies.

A

After 2 years dominated by
the pandemic, we haven’t
quite got used to our newfound freedoms yet. Nevertheless, we want to make the most
of them and once again become both active and proactive
in our efforts to drive processes
and projects forward.

To achieve this, we need people who look at the bigger picture. People who are prepared
to contribute their own ideas
as well as embracing other
viewpoints. Diverse thoughts
and opinions make us a force
to be reckoned with when we
seek discourse with others.

Jürgen: In line with our slogan ‘We are
on the move’, we want to motivate and
encourage our co-workers to take part in
the dynamic developments that are happening. In an increasingly volatile world,
dedication can give us back an element
of control. Part of our job as executives is
to create space for dialogue and moderate this discourse.

Jean-Christophe: The world around us
remains volatile and complex, with new
challenges and developments. The war of
aggression in Ukraine is on our minds, of
course – both personally and in our dayto-day work. We are very impressed by
our colleagues’ solidarity and dedication.

Even in complex times, this
open-mindedness teaches us
not to believe in simple, polarising answers – because we
know full well that the truth
lies somewhere in the grey
zone.

Illustration: Studio Morgen / Portraits: julianrentzsch.de
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Jean-Christophe: We have learnt a great
deal by making our working lives more
flexible. Boundaries have shifted and people have gained room for manoeuvre.
Distance has led to closeness. We can
also see how the trust placed in team
members has made co-workers more willing to take responsibility and seize the
initiative. After more than 2 years of the
pandemic, this realisation makes us feel
optimistic and means we are in a position
that we can build on in the future.

Jean-Christophe Bretxa
CEO

2
We often hear talk of a turning point in
political discourse, but seismic shifts and
major change processes really do seem
to be the new normal in so many areas.
Does that include the world of work?
Jürgen: Definitely – a cultural shift is also
under way in the way we work. We are
just embarking on a new way of working
together. Diversity is enriching in so
many ways and should be seen as an opportunity to usher in innovation. We must
be willing to leave our comfort zone, be
open to other perspectives and tolerate
different opinions. Especially when it
comes to creative processes, it is not
always productive to seek confirmation
from your own microcosm. A change of
perspective can be refreshing and lead
to new problem-solving approaches and
patterns of thought which enable us to
learn from one another.
Jean-Christophe: Looking at the bigger
picture, questioning the status quo and
querying received knowledge all pave the
way for progress. Making mistakes is part
of any learning and development process
too, so we should overcome the negative
connotations of mistakes and instead embrace and accept them as an important,
enriching part of development.

Jean-Christophe: We can see how much
power lies in community and in making a
commitment to solidarity. A shared commitment rests on a sense of togetherness
which we want to promote. That includes
embracing and accepting a diverse range of thoughts and opinions. Too often,
we are busy defending our positions to
others instead of recognising and benefiting from the enrichment and potential.
We can work on establishing structures
which support idea sharing and controversial dialogue. Every single individual
should be entitled to question established processes and contribute their own
ideas – we need people who look at the
bigger picture.

Jürgen Schwarze
CFO

‘A change of perspective can be refreshing.’
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Learning to live with
ambiguity
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Good or bad, black or white, friend or
enemy: that’s how a lot of people see the
world. However, things are often far less
clear-cut and many people struggle to
cope with that. The ability to accept
unclear situations is called ambiguity
tolerance.
The psychologist Else Frenkel-Brunswik
identified this personality trait over 70
years ago in the USA. The rather long-winded term describes people’s ability to
embrace new experiences, face up to
social conflicts or tolerate seemingly
unsolvable problems. It appears that
tolerating ambiguity is also very important for interpersonal relations.
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People who can tolerate ambiguity also
tend to be more willing to trust others and
be cooperative. Ambiguity tolerance does
not solve problems as such, but it creates
spaces where compromises can be found.

W

e live in complex times which do not offer us
clear-cut answers and solutions. Each new
challenge – each new crisis – demands that we
adopt a new stance and sometimes it’s tempting to
ignore the bigger picture because it’s just too confusing.
But what would happen if we embraced other opinions,
if we changed our perspectives and questioned received
knowledge? If we did this at work, among our family
and friends, and in our free time? What does pluralism
mean and how can we return to an active (and proactive)
stance and learn from one another?

‘Every sensible
opinion is born
out of
confrontation.’

‘Our heads are
round so our
thoughts can
change direction.’
Francis Picabia
Author

Image: istockphoto.com

Giovanni di Lorenzo
Editor-in-chief of the weekly
newspaper DIE ZEIT

More on the
tensionbased
approach:

Tension as a driving force
for change

For several years now, there has been
a tension-based approach* in the New
Work toolbox which is designed to encourage people to work independently
within companies. It also serves to initiate
change processes. This tool is essentially
about individuals externalising their own
issues and problems and taking responsibility for them instead of delegating them
hierarchically or not even mentioning
them in the first place.
The concept of tension may have negative connotations. However, in this context,
tensions are viewed as something positive
and very much welcomed as the fuel that
drives an organisation. Each individual
constantly picks up tensions like a kind of
sensor and notices that things could be
different from how they currently are. At
first, tensions are just feelings, but they
can be translated into concrete problems,
ideas and questions. Each tension which
is made visible can also trigger improvements and changes.
Back for what?
We celebrated the return to the office in
the last issue of WE MOVE magazine, but
we soon came back to earth with a bump.
Now, your feedback after the first 100
days has shown us what advantages the
new premises have for you, but also what
improvements can still be made. The
majority of people feel at home in Be7
and appreciate the flexibility. The show
of confidence that it represents is also
viewed very positively. However, it is also
clear that time and structures are needed
to utilise the concept for the cooperative
aspect and to promote more idea sharing
and interdepartmental dialogue.
A greater sense of community
‘A meeting can also be the starting point
for a project. It is not so much the other
person’s world which interests us, but
what we will be able to do together. Meeting someone else gives us wings: we will
combine our talents to create a whole
which is more than the sum of its parts;
we will prove that 1 + 1 = 3.’ That is how
the philosopher Charles Pépin describes
the power and empowerment which lie in
talking and learning from one another.

Pluralism moves us
forward

We often associate diversity with external or cultural differences, but what does
diversity mean in relation to thoughts
and opinions, and what happens if we
embrace it? Unexpected ideas primarily
arise where there is friction; conversely,
we risk an innovation-free environment if
everyone is stuck in the same bubble.
When it comes to shifting boundaries
and driving processes forward, there is
no such thing as too much diversity in
the range of influences and opinions.
It is also important that we think of diversity in its broadest sense: it is about
the unique ideas and perspectives which
people with different experiences contribute. This interpretation is supported by
studies** which show that heterogeneous
teams make better decisions and can
solve problems faster.

Our heads can cope with
more opinions than we
might think
Charles Pépin: Kleine Philosophie der
Begegnung (Hanser, 2022)
Pépin writes about the power of an
encounter, which can change us
because it confronts us with the
other.
Kevin Dutton: Black and White
Thinking (Transworld Digital, 2020)
The Oxford research psychologist
Kevin Dutton reveals the evolutionary
and cognitive psychological factors
behind our thinking and shows how
we can help to give the shades of
grey their due.
Neue Narrative
German-language business magazine
that focuses on new ways of working
and a ‘life-enhancing business world’.
(NN Publishing GmbH Berlin)

** ‘Delivering through Diversity’ study by
McKinsey & Company, 2018.
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Sarah Wulfert, an industrial and organisational psychologist (MSc), has
counselled people in areas of their
work and personal lives for 10 years
at GESA (Gesellschaft für Arbeitsmedizin, Society for Occupational
Medicine). She is also a contact
person for METRO employees. In our
interview with her for WE MOVE, we
ask her what makes it difficult to
accept others’ opinions, why our
respective bubbles give us a sense
of security and how conflict can be
seen in a more positive light.

Sarah Wulfert
Industrial and organisational
psychologist (MSc),
Gesellschaft für Arbeitsmedizin (GESA)

T

hese days, we talk a lot about the
positive effects of heterogeneous
teams. What do we actually mean
by that?
There are many studies that attest to
the positive influence of heterogeneous
teams on work that is done in groups.
What we should ask ourselves first,
though, is why we even need heterogeneous teams. Work is constantly changing, but the processes of transformation
are now happening so fast that we need
tools that allow us to respond to these
changes faster and better. Interdisciplinary or heterogeneous teams are just
the right kind of instrument for this. This
cross-functionality – experts from various
disciplines – is especially well suited
for complex tasks that have to be done
quickly. Teams are often formed for a
particular task and then disbanded once
the task has been finished.
But this interdisciplinary approach
brings with it the ‘problem’ of how to
achieve team spirit in heterogeneous
teams that often only exist for a short
time. It sounds so banal, but we have to
try to get away from the idea of who we
prefer to work with, who we find likeable,
for example. What’s more important is,
who has the competencies that we need
for the project? The most convincing
solutions to a given problem are usually
found when many different perspectives
and experiences can flow into the process. In other words, if you have complex
problems to solve, you should bring
specialists on board for each aspect of
the work. That’s what makes flexible
teams – teams brought together specially
for the task at hand – a good answer to
processes of change.

‘A good team draws
on the strengths of each
individual member.’
H

ow can we create an atmosphere
of acceptance?
Before we get down to the actual
work in a team, we should first have a
look at what makes good teamwork.
Right at the top of the list is preventing
superfluous work. That involves good
organisation, the appropriate assignment
of roles, transparency, an active feedback
culture and, very importantly, respectful
interaction with one another. A good
team recognises, honours and draws on
the strengths of each individual member.
You can help engender an atmosphere of
acceptance by emphasising the common
goal. In teams that don’t constantly work
together, it’s also usually a good idea
to lay down team rules, write them on a
flip chart and have everyone sign them.
That’s a visualisation method that helps
the team to focus on the shared aim.
Flat hierarchies, digital teamwork and
an agile mindset (for example, openness
to new ideas) generally promote team
agility. Another characteristic of wellfunctioning interdisciplinary teams is that
they commmunicate with above-average
frequency.

Photo: shutterstock.com
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Why do we so often look for unequivocal answers and have trouble with grey
areas and ambiguity?
There are multiple explanations for this.
One that I think is fitting is that, as human
beings, we work with cognitive schemata.

A schema contains experiences that
we’ve had in connection with a certain
topic. It is, so to speak, a bundling of
various information that we categorise in
the course of our life. That contributes to
stereotypical thinking, but it also enables
us to assess situations and people quickly. And that saves us energy. When we
see a tiger running towards us, it’s helpful
to have a preformed schema that tells
us that a tiger represents a potentially
life-threatening event. An unambiguous
assessment of the situation also gives us
a feeling of security. In terms of developmental psychology, grey areas and
ambiguity don’t fit well with our thinking,
since they could have meant a shorter
lifespan for us. But schemata aren’t set in
stone – they can be influenced. Fundamentally, we’re able to tolerate grey
areas and ambiguity.

C

onfrontation, argument, controversy – those words sound like
crisis. How can we deal with these
things calmly and positively?
‘Confrontation’ is generally understood
as a meeting of opposing or competing
persons, opinions or issues. So the term
in itself carries negative connotations.
But conflict and confrontation don’t necessarily bring disadvantages. They can
result in mutual understanding, because
they make us look at the routines, convictions, habits and motives behind different
behaviours and viewpoints. So, in my opinion, it’s important to recognise that we
all think and act differently, and that this
can positively influence the team process.
Ideally, when working in a team, we
should ask ourselves: how can we meet
the requirements of the task under these
conditions and how can we capitalise on
our differences? Not just when working
in teams, but in general, it’s important to
communicate one’s opinion clearly and
objectively, and to work consciously to
accept other people’s opinions and interests. In theory, that all sounds simple,

but in practice it calls for reflection and
self-criticism. The great thing is that we
can study and practise communication
and communication behaviour every
day. So don’t try to avoid confrontations
and arguments – they’re field studies for
improved communication.
We often live and work in bubbles. What
can spur us to leave these bubbles once
in a while?
When we work within certain structures
for extended periods, there’s a danger
of what we call organisational blindness.
We like to work according to familiar
procedures. We don’t like to admit it to
ourselves, but we initially resist change.
You know the feeling: a new software
program is introduced and your first reaction is, ‘I don’t want to deal with this.’
Grappling with new ways of thinking,
leaving our bubble or our comfort zone,
takes energy and work. But it’s something we can practise and it’s rewarded
with more flexible ways of thinking and
new experiences or skills. And in addition
to that, it raises our self-esteem. What
we’re developing is in fact agility. ‘Agility’
is dexterity, nimbleness or flexibility in
organisations and persons, or in structures and processes. It means responding flexibly to unforeseen events and
new requirements, which can also even
strengthen our resilience. With regard to
change, for example, it means moving beyond being merely reactive to also being
proactive.
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Can 15 minutes
save the world?

‘First we have to ask questions we have forgotten.’**

‘We’re used to having cities where we
spend a lot of time in transit, just to go to
work and to come home,’ says Moreno in
describing the status quo. Today’s cities
are extremely fragmented – due to a
functional division into residential, supply
and work areas. The result is long commuting times. There is the city centre,
where people work, office towers that are
orphaned every evening and working-,
middle- and upper-class neighbourhoods
in which nothing happens during the day.
For this urban visionary, many questions
have led to a fundamental rethinking of
our urban life. How can cities assimilate
the growing influx of people? Why do
we renounce quality of life in the places
we live in? Why do we let our everyday
life become so fragmented due to long
commutes? Why do buildings serve
just one purpose and therefore remain
closed 60%–70% of the time? What has
to change so that people reclaim their
cities?

Out of questions grow ideas.
Out of ideas grow demands.

Despite their ecological, economic
and social problems, cities haven’t lost
their attraction; their magnetism seems
unbroken. This makes it all the more
urgent to come up with concrete answers
to demands to set a transformation in
motion. Because it’s also clear that the
changes will require time and continuity.

Politicians from various parties must act
in concert, together with investors, real
estate developers – and of course the
citizens.
The goal is to conceive of the city in a
polycentral sense and think of work in
decentralised terms, create multipurpose
places, enable more activities, establish
local merchants in urban districts and
have places of social gathering and a
social mix. Essential services must be reachable for all residents and from anywhere within 15 minutes. Comprehensive
offerings in close proximity to where we
live would lead to us spending more time
outdoors, exploring our surroundings
and encountering other people doing the
same. It’s about the quality of the places
we live and spend our time in.
In the last issue of WE MOVE, under the
title ‘Back for Good’, we dealt with exactly these things and illuminated important
impulses from the food service industry
against this background.

the investors must prove that it will have
access to mixed uses and various services
within a radius of 300 to 500 metres.
‘That changes the way cities are built,’**
says Moreno.
In Europe, as well, there are many
proponents of this concept. This transformation has been underway in Oslo for
many years already. There, it wasn’t just
the environmental damage such as the
increasing fine particulate air pollution
that spurred the rethinking on the part
of the then city government. The change
was also motivated by the need to shift
social interactions back into focus of
urban planning again.
In Germany, cities like Hamburg, Berlin,
Bochum and Düsseldorf have already
adopted this concept as their model and
are driving forward individual aspects of
it, such as the expansion of cycle path
networks and local public transport or
new district development in the context
of projects like the METRO Campus.

Wherever a significant majority of
citizens wish for change in cities, restaurants, cafés and other food service
offerings seem to be an important focal
point for enhancing urban life.

An idea goes round the world

In many cities, this change in thinking has
already taken place. In Mexico City, for
example, in the framework of the 15-minute city, for every residential project,

Where is the journey headed?

W

hen Prof.
Carlos
Moreno
strides
along the streets of
Paris, he sees a city in
a state of transformation. A city which, after
decades of ‘segregated
urbanism’*, is now ready to place its people
and their needs at the
centre of change. For
many years, we have
accepted that our cities
just continue to grow
louder, dirtier, more
crowded and more socially inequitable.

But a tipping point
seems to have been
reached. The 63-yearold Moreno, professor
for complex systems
and intelligent cities at
the Sorbonne in Paris,
is one of the smartest
forward-thinkers with
regard to our urban
future.
Back in 2016 he introduced his plan for the
‘Ville du quart d’heure’,
the ‘15-minute city’, and
quickly found like-minded people in the political life of the city who

shared this vision – and
the will to realise it.
Leading the way was
the mayor of Paris,
Anne Hidalgo, who
made the concept the
centrepiece of her
election campaign and
announced her intention to transform Paris
into a 100% bicycle city
by 2024.

Prof. Carlos Moreno
Sorbonne

* Listen to:
How can cities change?
Carlos Moreno explains
his concept

Illustration, Paris: youworkforthem.com / Illustration, clock: ankeschweiger.de
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A transformation of this kind takes persistence over the long term. Critical voices
like those of Prof. Dr Uta Hohn, who holds the chair for Urban and Metropolitan
Studies at Ruhr-University Bochum, also point out the weaknesses of this
concept. Our lifestyles today are multi-local, she says. Not every workplace can
be reached within 15 minutes and we also don’t spend our free time exclusively
in proximity to our place of residence. In addition to this, a transformation in
mobility at the district level can’t be conceived of separately from that at the
regional level.
Clearly, these developments must also overcome obstacles and resistance. Prof.
Carlos Moreno emphasises that his concept isn’t a magic wand, and that we
need time. He anticipates a long journey to greater quality of life.

‘In contrast to the car-friendly city
of the modernist era, the focus here
is on the human being.’

Web tip:
Are you still just residing, or
have you started living in the
15-minute city?
At 15-minuten-stadt.de places of
residence can already be rated
on a map with respect to mobility,
local supply, leisure time possibilities, education, healthcare and
local recreational opportunities.

** Carlos Moreno
discusses the
15-minute city.
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Paris, it’s
a brand!

Jean-Christophe Bretxa
CEO

P

ARIS. 5 letters that read
like a promise for some
50 million* tourists each
year. There is hardly
another city in the world that is
so romanticised and idealised.
Yet Paris, Europe’s largest
metropolitan area, with a population of over 12.5 million, isn’t
the right setting for clichés of
glorification. As in most major
cities, the problems here are
perfectly obvious: too hectic,
too expensive, too loud. But
how does this fit with our image
of Paris, and can the concept of
the 15-minute city truly serve as
an effective lever for change?
WE MOVE speaks with JeanChristophe about the very
different sides of his native city
and about what he has come to
appreciate about Düsseldorf in
the last 11 years.
*Source: https://de.statista.com.

City of tourists
‘Paris is a brand,’ declares Jean-Christophe at the start of our conversation.
Showing an image of the Eiffel Tower is
enough to trigger a cascade of associations with the city in anybody’s mind. It
works. And so, year in and year out, the
masses stream into the already full city.
On their sightseeing tours, many are
confronted with a problem that can
literally stop one in one’s tracks. As the
Paris native puts it succinctly: ‘The traffic
is an absolute nightmare.’ We’ve arrived
at a tipping point in matters of urban
planning – intelligent solutions are needed.
Personally, Jean-Christophe doesn’t place
much stock in radical concepts that
would completely ban automobiles from
the urban area. Why alienate people who
possibly have to rely on cars – such as
families with children? In this context, he
mentions the construction of Düsseldorf’s
Rheinufer Tunnel in the early 1990s as a
good example of sensible urban planning.
With this landmark project, the city’s
historic district was reconnected with the
Rhine River and tens of thousands of cars
were henceforth diverted underground
daily.
Planning – together
For a Paris that’s fit for the future, all
disciplines have to come together – from
architecture to engineering and from
the natural and economic sciences to
the trades. Jean-Christophe considers
an extremely high degree of professionalism to be absolutely necessary, right
down to the detail. The concept of the
‘Ville du quart d’heure’, he says, could
provide important impulses. A polycentric approach, for example, would help
to shorten many daily trips for the city’s
citizens.
And he created Paris
To understand how Paris became the city
that we know today, Jean-Christophe
takes us on a short historic excursion. He
explains that Paris’s urban identity is closely connected with the name GeorgesEugène Haussmann, who in the middle

Many major cities were reconstructed in
the early 20th century on the basis of the
Athens Charter. As a result of industrialisation, living conditions for people in
urban areas had become increasingly
unbearable. The changed city planning
focused on the functional division of built-up districts into residential, commercial, shopping, trade and industrial areas.
Paris has remained segmented in this way
right up to the present, and especially
the people who must regularly commute
between these various spheres feel the
effects.
of the 19th century, as a prefect under
Napoleon III, orchestrated a huge reconstruction of the city. Almost 3/4 of the medieval buildings were torn down, rebuilt
or massively and lastingly altered.

In Düsseldorf, Jean-Christophe moves
around town by bicycle without a second
thought. Cycling in his native city, however, isn’t entirely without danger – even
though the proponents of the 15-minute
city want to furnish every street with
bicycle lanes by 2024. And then there are
the high rents that make it virtually impossible for families, especially, to stay in
the city. Jean-Christophe sees an urgent
need for action here.

Haussmann’s monumental new traffic
and visual axes, his magnificent public buildings and, above all, the typical
Haussmann blocks of flats still define the
picture of central Paris. He left a number
of names to posterity as well: for Parisians, today’s Place Charles-de-Gaulle, for
instance, remains the Place de l’Étoile.
From the former cramped, overcrowded,
dirty Paris arose a modern, imperial capital. Haussmann succeeded in creating ‘a
homogeneous city that’s all of one piece
but isn’t monotonous,’ says Jean-Christophe. ‘It’s not copy-paste!’

The Parisian Haussmann blocks
The necessity of accommodating
many people in a small space gave
rise to these typical large blocks of
flats.
A maximum of 20 metres high, the
Haussmann blocks were built up in
layers: businesses, cafés and restaurants on the ground floor, offices in
the mezzanine above them, followed by luxurious residences on the
1st floor with continuous balconies
and wrought-iron railings and, on
2 or 3 further storeys, flats for the
less well heeled. Servants lived in
the attic rooms, directly under the
45-degree slope of the roof.

‘So this was the
real story about
Paris.’

The functional city
The Athens Charter was adopted in
1933. The enduring segmentation of
the cities originated in these very
concepts, which were developed in
part by Le Corbusier.
Cities to be developed according
to this ideal were to be zoned as
follows:
• City centre: administration, commerce, banking, shopping, culture
• Belt around the city centre:
industry, trades, residential, each
separate from the others
• Periphery: purely residential
satellite towns embedded in a 		
green belt

We have reached the end of our brief
historical, urban planning and tourist
excursion with Jean-Christophe, who has
given us many new insights. It will be
seen in the coming years whether the
concepts of the 15-minute city will solve
these urgent problems.
‘The devil is in the details,’ he points out.
‘It has to be really well done!’ This special
city, however, can fully be expected to
have the strength and vitality that it takes
to reinvent oneself.

At home in the Batignolles district

Portrait: julianrentzsch.de / Illustration: youworkforthem.com / Illustration, map: ankeschweiger.de
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Jean-Christophe always lived with his
family in 1 Batignolles, in the 17th arrondissement; he and his 3 sons were all born
here. Even his grandmother lived here.
He describes the village-like district as
authentic.
It is clearly very much in fashion: 2 here,
you will find original shops, trendy bars,
the covered market in Rue Lemercier and
much more. There are still many streets
and squares that have retained the charm
of old Paris.
Jean-Christophe recommends 3 Rue des
Martyrs, which winds down the hill from
Montmartre, offering ample opportunity
for eating, drinking and shopping. On Sundays from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m., you can
even enjoy the street free of cars.
A walk through the 4 Quartier Latin near
the venerable Sorbonne is well worth it.
If you follow the bank of the Seine along
the Rive Gauche, you will come to one of
the oldest existing streets in Paris 5 Rue
de la Huchette. Here, the city life of Paris
pulsates until late at night.
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Left: Space for
bigger-pictureseers
#SpaceForVisions

RAUM FÜR
ÜBER-DENTELLERRANDGUCKER

RAUM FÜR
NEUESAUSPROBIERER

RAUM FÜR
GENUSSEXPERTEN
#RaumFürVisionen

#RaumFürVisionen

#RaumFürVisionen

METRO CAMPUS
SPACE FOR VISIONARIES
The grim face of the lion in his forearm tattoo contrasts nicely with the
friendly, relaxed gaze of the man himself in the chef’s apron and John Lennon
glasses. Standing in the middle of a commercial kitchen, this BiggerPictureSeer exudes a confidence at once calm and energetic. Next image: an older
couple sits on a bench in green surroundings, looking with seemingly lifeaffirming spirit into the future. EnjoymentExperts, NoveltyExplorers and
GrandPlanners follow. The target group is diverse – and has to be, given the
scale of this project, the largest and most ambitious of its kind in Europe to
date. The subject here is of course METRO Campus – a very special asset in
the portfolio of METRO PROPERTIES.
Storytelling for the present
and the future
The transformation of the
9-hectare area into an urban
quarter of the future takes the
close coordination of many
different disciplines. In the
framework of the project’s
real estate marketing, the PR
& Communications department is responsible for brand
development and positioning.
Its task is to create a brand
that gives the project an unmistakable identity, generates
awareness and acceptance
and in so doing takes various
stakeholder groups along
on the journey. And it isn’t a
short trip: several years will
have passed from the starting

signal of the urban planning
competition in 2020 to the
realisation of the first building phase. The brand and
communication strategy must
therefore be designed for the
longer term and must take
future measures into account
from the outset.
Clear positioning
METRO PROPERTIES commissioned the real estate marketing agency Prime Objects
GmbH with the development
of the brand, the project
logo and the communication concept. After intensive
collaboration, with the brand
name METRO Campus and the
tagline ‘Space for visions’, the

cornerstone is quickly being
laid for all further measures.
The idea of space plays a
central role here – not only
in the physical, but also in
the abstract sense: a space
into which the interests of
different target groups can
be projected. Everybody is
invited to actively shape their
own vision of the living and
working environment.
Project manager Annika Gründel sees the greatest success
of the communication strategy in exactly this point. ‘Our
vision has already become
that of many,’ she says.

To be continued
In the coming years, a sustain
able urban quarter that is fit
for the future will arise, step
by step, on the METRO
Campus. The brand development and the marketing
campaign have already
received positive feedback
and achieved a high level of
identification among the
target groups that have been
addressed.

Images: left page: istockphoto.com / right page: Guilherme Stecanella, Tyler Nix, Sven Mieke, Mi Pham via unsplash.com
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RAUM FÜR
LEBENSBEJAHER

RAUM FÜR
VIELVORHABER

#RaumFürVisionen

#RaumFürVisionen

Upper left: Space for novelty explorers
Lower left: Space for life affirmers

Getting the message across
Our communication concept
has won the German Brand
Award 2022, an important national honour in the category
‘Excellence in Brand Strategy
and Creation – Brand Communication – Architecture and
Buildings’.
An integrated, emotional
communication concept was
developed under the brand
METRO Campus and the tagline ‘Space for visions’. The
design framework encompasses diverse campaign motifs,
each comprising a key visual
and a headline that makes use
of engaging wordplay.

The centrepiece of the project’s marketing and communication consists of the
exposé and the project website, www.metro-campus.de.
The website integrates all of
the campaign motifs, bundles
all of the project-relevant information and offers a virtual
tour of the Campus via drone
and much more.
The marketing highlight is a
film that emotionally visualises and enables viewers to experience the architectural and
urban planning concept of the
future METRO Campus.

Upper right: Space for enjoyment experts
Lower left: Space for grand planners

The brand name METRO
Campus represents a clear
address generation that
unmistakably includes the
METRO heritage.
The tagline ‘Space for
visions’ is added to the logo
as a positioning element
that forms the storytelling
cornerstone for the accompanying campaign motifs.
This handwritten tagline
is an original contribution
from the head architect of
METRO PROPERTIES,
Stefan Herbert.

The vibrant cursive lettering stands for creativity,
authenticity and a hands-on
mentality.
You will find further information on the project here:
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remain

United, the 1st METRO social intranet, was first launched almost 7 years
ago. It grew out of the idea to create
a common platform that would serve
as a digital basis for an active and
vital company culture. And the plan
worked. Over 100,000 employees
worldwide fill our intranet with life,
making it into a place of cooperation
and dialogue. So United is more than a
name; it also describes the purpose of
the tool, which brings people together
across national borders.

The future of our social intranet is
based on Microsoft 365, a system
that has already proven itself in many
other IT areas at METRO. This means
that all employees will now be able
to search for content and information
across platforms.

UNITED INTO THE FUTURE

It starts with a click on the United
home page each morning. The local,
global and personal content areas
appear in compact, clear form, letting
you find the news that is relevant to
you in just a few quick steps.

Now we want to further develop our
intranet together with you. In essence,
it remains a protected space for all
colleagues which makes possible open
and productive cooperation and fills
the METRO philosophy with life. The
aim of the technical innovations will
be to improve precisely these social
and interactive aspects.

Improved knowledge and information
management will support our daily
work processes.

WE NEED
YOUR INPUT!
How do you want United to look?
What kind of content are you
interested in?
How should United work?
If you want to serve as a test user,
just write an e-mail to:
united@metro-properties.de.

UNITED INTO THE DAY

SCAN HERE FOR THE
UNITED NEWS

Let your new day begin – connected,
well informed and right where you are.

YOUR UNITED is:
• An intranet that’s fun to work with
• A central platform for your information and 		
content
• Content-tailored for your needs
• Easy to use

united

• Graphically compact and clearly designed

→

• A unified solution on the basis of Microsoft 365

WE’RE KEEPING THE NAME: METRO
EMPLOYEES DECIDED IN FAVOUR OF IT
IN MULTIPLE VOTES. THE TASK NOW IS
TO SHAPE UNITED ANEW …

WE WANT A
GLOBAL INTRANET THAT’S A CENTRAL PLATFORM FOR OUR
COLLEAGUES ALL OVER THE WORLD: FOR
WORKING, SHARING OUR EXPERIENCE, KEEPING
EACH OTHER INFORMED – AND HAVING FUN.

Communication &
Information

Illustration: gumroad.com
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Documents &
Archive

Interaction &
Socializing
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Microgreens have a very wide range of
flavours and complement all sorts of
dishes – from smoothies to salads and
sandwiches. They are also popular with
top restaurateurs for adding a
culinary kick.

THE BIGGER PICTURE – EXPLORE

METRO PROPERTIES – WE MOVE 1/2022

Putting down roots in the city
blattsache is located near one of Düsseldorf’s main transport routes. The address – Mercedesstraße 11 – is a reminder
that completely different products were
once sold here. Now, the start-up is in
good company, surrounded by other
new businesses and artists. Sarah Tuna is
optimistic about what the future holds,
having established her business in early
2020 and built it up despite the challenges posed by the Covid-19 crisis. ‘Microgreens tap into the spirit of our times,’ she
explains.

‘Variety is what
makes microgreens
so special!’
Sarah Tuna
Founder
blattsache.de

When Sarah Tuna first heard
about vertical farming, she
was immediately taken with
the idea and started experimenting with microgreens at
home. While her vegetables
grew, the idea of starting her
own business took root too.
WE MOVE meets the economist at her indoor farm in the
heart of Düsseldorf. As we speak to the young entrepreneur,
it quickly becomes clear that
she goes her own way and has
clear ideas of what she wants
to grow and how. Wherever
possible, she relies on the
things she has observed and
learned herself.
Sarah Tuna has now given
herself the tongue-in-cheek
job title of ‘applied biologist’
because she has researched
the material in so much depth.
As well as growing the microgreens and understanding
what they need, she tackles all
the other challenges: procurement, marketing and distribution, to name just a few. Her
success shows she is on the
right track: everything points
towards further growth.

Images: Anthony Ievlev, Russ Ward via unsplash.com / istockphoto.com / blattsache.de

A regional ethos is increasingly important
for sustainable food because it goes hand
in hand with short transport distances
and lean supply chains. The idea of urban
vegetables was perfectly timed and convinced Sarah Tuna to strike out on a new
path with vertical hydroponic farming.

The term
hydroponics
comes from the Greek words for
water (hydro) and labour (ponos).
In a hydroponic system, the plants’
roots grow in water instead of soil.
At blattsache, the seeds are
planted out onto a biodegradable
substrate made from hemp fibre.
Water is fed into the proprietary
farming system and absorbed by
the roots.

Packed with nutrients and potential
In spite of everything, Sarah Tuna does
not see herself as a pioneer because
vertical farming is already established in
Asia and the USA. Hydroponics is nothing
new, she adds: the Aztecs, for example,
used to grow crops on floating rafts.
Now, 1,000 years later, Sarah’s start-up
uses the hydroponic vertical farming
technique in space-saving cabinets which
can be flooded, allowing microgreens to
be grown and harvested all year round,
whatever the weather. Although the
system is controlled by software, seeds
are sown on the coconut or hemp fibre
by hand. The plants can be harvested and
eaten just a few days later. Peas, borage,
coriander, maize, radish and many more
greens are currently thriving in the former warehouse.
The WE MOVE team was invited to a
mini tasting session to experience the
variety and intensity of Sarah Tuna’s microgreens. They tasted so good that we
immediately asked where we could buy
them. Unfortunately, the delicious shoots
are only sold to business customers like
restaurateurs, hoteliers and wholesalers
in and around Düsseldorf at the moment.
‘I don’t have to convince restaurateurs to
order my products,’ explains the entrepreneur, ‘because they have been using
shoots like these for years.’

Microgreens are young plants –
fresh, aromatic vegetable shoots
which are harvested after just a few
days. To ensure homogeneous
growth, ‘we control the climate
ourselves’, explains Sarah Tuna.
A constant temperature of 18 to 22
degrees and the right humidity are
important for growth.

Growth across the board
Healthy growth is Sarah Tuna’s top priority
in both commercial and ecological terms.
She is delighted to see that demand for
high-quality, regional products is growing.
Vertical farming has a great deal of
potential: the possibility of producing
crops indoors all year round, regardless of
the climate and without pesticides is very
promising. At the moment, she runs
blattsache single-handedly, but everything
indicates that the business will keep
growing. The entrepreneur emphasises
that ‘automating production processes
will play an important role’ in increasingly
efficient management of the business.

Sustainable growth
The blattsache system uses
approximately 95% less water than
conventional growing methods.
Surplus water remains in the
system – it is a closed loop.

Superfood?
The shoots can contain up to
40 times more nutrients than
conventional vegetables. However, they cannot replace them
because they can only be eaten
in relatively small amounts.

Sarah Tuna focuses on sustainable
value creation in other areas too:
‘Most of our resources come from
Europe,’ she emphasises. ‘The
seeds and substrate are certified as
organic.’ The electricity comes from
a green supplier and the microgreens are supplied in recyclable
plastic trays as living products.
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The perfect
cycle?

Construction with a future
Although circular production processes are still
some way off becoming a reality, a rethink is
well under way in many sectors. The construction industry – one of the prime causes of our
climate and resource crisis – has discovered
that, on the flip side, it has enormous potential
to bring about change. Numerous buildings in
Germany and abroad deliver the evidence that
a shift has long since begun.
For instance, the headquarters of RAG at the
Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex is considered the first building in Germany which largely follows the principles of a circular economy. It is also a pilot project in connection with
the EU research initiative ‘Buildings as Material
Banks’.

Nature doesn’t waste.

In the neighbouring Netherlands, Venlo has become the first municipality to adopt the C2C
ethos. Venlo City Hall, which was completed in
2016, symbolically embodies this principle: the
new build is operated in a virtually energy-neutral fashion as an ecosystem. Its most striking
feature is the green facade. This acts as a natural filter system, purifying the air, while more
than 1,000 square metres of solar panels on the
other side of the building supply energy.

Based on this realisation, the German
chemist Prof. Dr Michael Braungart
and the American architect William
McDonough* developed the idea of
the perfect circular economy in the
late 1990s. Called cradle to cradle
(C2C), their nature-oriented model
incorporates humans as facilitators,
not exploiters.

Here in Düsseldorf too, the C2C principle is increasingly inspiring construction projects, such
as the first hybrid-timber office building under
construction in the MedienHafen. Even its name,
‘The Cradle’, is inspired by the philosophy of
reuse, and in fact its ambitious ecological focus is what gave this concept the edge over
its competitors. All the materials incorporated
into the structure can be traced using a material passport and identified based on their type,
lifespan and position. The idea of circularity
is not just limited to the material, however: it
is complemented, for instance, by a sustainable mobility concept. ‘The Cradle’ is due to be
completed by 2023 and will no doubt serve as
a model for future construction projects as well.
Clear political strategies and specifications are
needed for this to become reality – not just at
national level.

According to the C2C school of
thought, we humans have the potential to make a positive ecological,
economic and social impact. This
optimistic view of humanity is encouraging, but fundamental changes
need to be made before our linear
throw-away system can become a
cradle-to-cradle economy.

A

s yet, most of our consumer goods
are manufactured based on the cradle-to-grave principle: they are produced, used and then discarded. The
resources go to waste.
There is an alternative
The cradle-to-cradle approach rests on ecological effectiveness and sustainability:

• After use, the utilised resources biodegrade
and are returned to the natural materials 		
cycle as ‘nutrients’ or processed to make 		
new goods without any waste
• Toxic or environmentally harmful
substances and composite materials which
cannot be separated out for recycling are
not considered when products are designed

• The energy for production and redesign 		
comes from renewable sources
• No waste is produced with this concept
• A distinction is made between a biological
and a technical cycle
• In the biological cycle, resources like wood
arise which are compostable
• In the technical cycle, resources which are in
short supply – such as metals – are recycled
and made available again as secondary
resources, ideally without any loss of quality

* Talk with William
McDonough about the
cradle-to-cradle idea.

The EU is setting new standards
A milestone on this route is the Circular Economy Action Plan, which was adopted 2 years
ago as one of the most important elements of
the European Green Deal. Less waste, longerlasting products, more recycling –the European
Commission sees the Circular Economy Action
Plan as a prerequisite for achieving climate neutrality by 2050.
The absolute urgency of this goal is also underlined by Frans Timmermans, Executive VicePresident of the European Commission:

‘Today, our economy is
still mostly linear, with
only 12% of secondary materials and resources being brought
back into the economy. […] With today’s
plan we launch action
to transform the way
products are made and
empower consumers
to make sustainable
choices for their own
benefit and that of the
environment.’
European Commission – press release dated 11
March 2020
The measures cover the whole product life
cycle:
• Making sustainable products the norm in 		
the EU: these products should last longer, be
easier to reuse, repair and recycle, and
contain the largest possible proportion of 		
recycled materials instead of primary 		
resources
• Strengthening consumers’ position: for
example with the right to repair
• Focusing on industries such as construction,
electronics or textiles, which use the most 		
resources and where there is great potential
for circularity
• Avoiding waste
Advocates of the action plan emphasise that
the EU climate targets are just one side of the
coin – the other is the huge reduction in
natural gas usage, which is another reason to
uphold the ambitious targets.

Listen:
How circular is construction in Germany today?
Which obstacles still
stand in the way of C2C
and how can they be
overcome?
#69: live podcast about
circular construction:
InterACT Insights with
Jasna Moritz and Dr
Patrick Bergmann.
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‘I like creating
things.’
A

sk Karin what
makes her work interesting and what
motivates her,
and you won’t have to wait
long for an answer. ‘Creating
something; watching something develop’ – even after
more than 17 years at METRO
PROPERTIES, that continues
to drive her. Perhaps this is
also linked to her roots: she
grew up in a family of winegrowers by the River Mosel, so
you could say that overseeing
a development process from
start to finish is in her DNA.
Karin trained in architectural
draughtsmanship and started
her career at an architectural
firm in 1984 before joining
the construction unit of P&C
in the 90s. Her then manager
convinced her to move to
METRO Asset Management
Services GmbH, which later
became METRO PROPERTIES.
That was in October 2004.
Now, as Project Manager
Studio, she is part of Stefan
Herbert’s 6-strong team,
which manages all METRO
real estate around the world.
Karin talks to WE MOVE
about great projects, her new
role on the Works Council and
why she is still a rookie when
it comes to golf.
What makes your job so
special?
Since 2013, I’ve been part of
the Studio Design Team which
manages all METRO real estate.
It’s about project development. We are the first ones
to look at plots or stores and
to ask ourselves what can
be done with the site or how
spaces can be optimised.

Our team has a wide range of
responsibilities and everyone
does a bit of everything –
including producing 3D images
of the blueprints. I have always enjoyed my job, especially the drawing, creative
element. I like creating something in conjunction with my
colleagues.
Did this passion develop over
time?
I started in construction management – where we worked
with millimetre precision –
then moved into the creative
side of things later on, where
it’s more about giving your
pen free rein. It’s a completely
different way of thinking: the
whole plot is available and
it’s up to us to create and
execute something. It just has
to comply with the regulations. That’s how we set about
designing our new office too.
What inspired you when you
designed Be7?
We were involved right
from the start and helped to
oversee the creative process
until the very end. First, we
decided what spaces might be
best. The flexible approach to
work during the pandemic led
us to think about the option
of desk sharing and different
working time models. We
translated that into spaces –
from the Welcome Zone to
the individual workspaces and
the fittings and fixtures.
We wanted to make the
building’s raw charm visible
and opened up the ceilings to
reveal the concrete. The corrugated panels are supposed
to be reminiscent of METRO’s
outer skin or shipping

‘I’ve been a member of the Works
Council since
1 April and am
looking forward to
a new challenge.
I’ve always been
impressed by the
level of commitment behind it and
think it deserves a
lot of appreciation.

‘I’ve been a member of the Works
Council for 16
years. I was – and
still am – motivated by a desire to
support my colleagues’ interests
and to negotiate
good terms with
our employer – to
the benefit of both
sides.

Now I can help to
make a difference
for my colleagues
too. I’m sure that
will help me to
develop personally
as well.’

Rosario Deese-Argento
Head of Central IT-Projects
& Services

At the end of the
day, we’re all part
of the same company.’

Karin Basten
Studio, Corporate Project
Development

containers, while pallets inside
underline the industrial style.
It’s wonderful to see co-workers’ enthusiastic reactions,
which show us that we made
the right choices.
Be7 has been completed now.
What are you working on at
the moment?
My team is still busy. We are
currently working on viable
future formats for METRO.
Greater expectations are now
being placed on real estate:
a rethink is under way about
making optimum use of space.
There is never a dull moment
for us project developers.

P

Travelling again
at last!

assion is a word
which often crops up
in conversation with
Rosario. Passion for
various aspects of IT, leadership and the steady stream of
new responsibilities which he
has taken on in his 35 years at
METRO and METRO PROPERTIES. Born in the German state
of Saarland but with Sicilian
roots, Rosario first joined the
company as an industrial administrator at the age of 19. At
this stage, it was accounting
that captured his imagination.

After 2 years of restrictions, Karin has made
plans to travel this year.
Born in Rhineland-Palatinate, she intends to
visit Vienna, catch some
rays on the Riviera del
Sol in Andalusia, then
go to Boston and take
a tour of New England
with a friend from work
in autumn.
She took up golf 18
months ago for a little
R&R. She’s still a rookie – something she
wryly blames on lack
of practice during the
pandemic.

Portraits: julianrentzsch.de
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After completing further
training which qualified him
to prepare balance sheets,
he worked at various METRO companies and quickly
discovered that he could have
a greater impact with his
passion for IT. Rosario became
a manager just 3 years into
his career. He enjoys these
responsibilities to this day
and is an extremely dedicated
team leader.
Rosario talks to WE MOVE
about interesting challenges in his professional and
personal life and about the
link between coronavirus and
team spirit.

‘IT WAS A
QUANTUM LEAP
FOR US.’

You have worked at METRO
and METRO PROPERTIES for
35 years. Has boredom never
been an issue?
Not at all. During that time, I
have repeatedly been given
the space and opportunities
to make a contribution with
my skills and interests. In
the late 90s, for instance, I
switched from accounting to
IT and single-handedly rolled
out SAP business software
at METRO PROPERTIES with
consultancy assistance. That
was something new and I
found it really interesting.
With my professional expertise as an accountant, I set out
to tailor the software to the
company, not the other way
around. Then I also became
responsible for my own team,
which I built up.
Was this leadership role a
baptism of fire for you?
Right from the start, I was
drawn to the task of setting
up my own team. I like working with people and am good
at recognising what each
person brings to the table as
well as what they need. It may
have been a bit off the cuff,
but I always stood behind my
decisions. I think people can
tell if that is the case. That’s
very important. Together, we
managed to overcome some
very tricky challenges.
Can you give us any examples?
For instance, we moved the
whole company and all its
processes over to SAP during
a period of over 10 years,
starting in the late 90s. No
doubt the way things changed during the coronavirus

pandemic also put us to the
test. We gave all employees
the equipment they needed
to work from home within the
space of just 2 weeks.
My people did an outstanding
job and the experience made
us a really close-knit team.
In a sense, we should almost
be grateful to coronavirus for
accelerating so many digitisation processes over the last 3
years. It was a quantum leap
for us.
What IT developments are
you working on at the moment?
I’m focusing more on strategic
issues now and don’t work on
the systems themselves any
more. I’m really interested in
all the new arrivals relating
to IT on the market and the
question of how we can support our operational and administrative units better with
the help of IT. We have just
recruited a new innovation
team and we want to keep forging ahead with digitisation,
of course.
In 2 years’ time, some of our
systems will be in the cloud
and we’re currently working
on implementing the new
intranet. My professional life
still has plenty of excitement
in store for me.

European
at heart

Rosario has a Sicilian father and a German mother.
Although he was born in
Germany, he clearly thinks
of himself as European.
Going on holiday might
mean heading to the
Netherlands or Sicily – he
loves both. Like at work,
he seeks new challenges in
his personal life too: at the
age of 47, he made a wish
come true by learning to
play the piano.
This helps to ground
him, as does singing in a
5-strong male voice choir.
He finds it fulfilling to sing
for church services and fill
the space with Gregorian
chants.
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Better
together
C

urrent and
recent crises
have clearly
shown that extreme events can trigger
an impressive level of
engagement. They mobilise people’s public
spirit, create a sense
of community and put
solidarity at the heart
of individuals’ thoughts
and actions. Having
said that, it doesn’t
take an acute emergency to make people put
others first: in Germany
alone, approximately
30 million people play
a crucial role in supporting community life.
WE MOVE talks to the
sociologist Ulf Tranow
from Heinrich Heine
University Düsseldorf
about this subject. The
solidarity researcher
explains the urge to
support others and describes the dynamism
and limits of this engagement.

Dr Tranow, people have
shown extraordinary solidarity in recent weeks. Are
extreme events like a pandemic, flooding or war needed
to mobilise people?
In acute crises, many people
feel a spontaneous urge to
help. Crises can mobilise a
solidarity which goes beyond
the established patterns of
reciprocal support. In the first
few weeks of the war in Ukraine, for example, many people
were willing to help refugees
by giving them a place to stay.
Spontaneous solidarity like
that is extremely important in
times of crisis to provide initial assistance. However, this
spontaneous solidarity quickly
runs out and can lead to people becoming overwhelmed.
For this reason, spontaneous
solidarity has to be accompanied by professional support
to deliver long-term crisis relief. In addition to the kind of
crisis solidarity which attracts
a lot of public attention and
is lauded by the media, there
is also an everyday solidarity
which is seen, for example, at
work, within neighbourhoods
or via initiatives. This solidarity is quieter and less visible,
but it is at least as important
for social cohesion.

Dr Ulf Tranow
Chair of Sociology
Heinrich Heine University
Düsseldorf

Facts and figures
Data on voluntary work is collected in Germany every 5
years. The key findings of the Fifth German Survey on
Volunteering, conducted in 2019, are:

28.8
million people do
voluntary work in their
free time

Is it necessary to give solidarity a framework – by means
of initiatives or organisations –
to ensure that it doesn’t run
out?
Definitely. Acts of solidarity
are not usually performed in
isolation: instead, they are
embedded within society.
What is more, solidarity can
be ‘contagious’. A few people
taking action can prompt others to make a difference too.
We saw this with the response
to last year’s flooding and
we’re seeing it in the way that
people are helping refugees
from Ukraine now too. Initiatives and organisations play a
special role here because they
can bring people together and
organise acts of
solidarity.

A lot of people in Germany
regularly engage in voluntary
work. What motivates them?
People often take on a voluntary role because they want
to make a positive difference.
However, altruistic motives
alone are not enough. For
the engagement to last, it’s
important that the work is
perceived as meaningful and
appreciated by others.

Commendable commitment
Both spontaneous solidarity and organised support are indicative of an impressive willingness to help others and serve the
public interest. In Germany, voluntary engagement has been
consistently high for a number of years. Approximately 40% of
people aged 10 or over do some kind of volunteering. In contrary to the picture painted by many critics, the figures suggest
that this is a society which is still willing to give up time and
resources for the greater good.
To put it crudely, these people also keep the show on the
road – because many aspects of our society would grind to a
halt without the work done by these voluntary helpers. They
train children and youth at sports clubs, help out with the parents’ association at school, support refugees, work as volunteer firefighters or care for the elderly.

For the first time since
1999, there is no longer a
significant difference
between women (39.2 %)
and Men (40.2 %)

44.7%

The largest percentage of
people volunteer in the
field of sports and exercise
(13.5%). This is followed by
culture and music (8.6%),
social welfare (8.3%), and
schools/nurseries (8.2%).

People with higher-level
qualifications account for
51.1% of volunteers, while individuals with medium-level
qualifications make up 37.4%
and 26.3% of volunteers have
low-level qualifications

The highest level of
engagement can be seen
among those aged 30 to
49, where 44.7% volunteer

It feels good to help
In the USA, a land of charity,
the euphoric feeling of doing
good is known as the ‘helper’s
high’. Studies show that altruistic behaviour enhances our
well-being.
If you want to make a difference by volunteering, you
can find all the most important information here:

Illustration: shutterstock.com
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‘You’re not just
numbers to me.’

Ukraine was among the countries that
she was initially responsible for, so she is
particularly saddened by current events.
In fact, empathy and authenticity regularly play a crucial part in her day-to-day
work. Summing up her personal recipe
for success, she says: ‘Whatever issue I’m
supporting someone with, I want them
to feel that I care about it.’ She talks to
WE MOVE about what makes HR work
so interesting, why she is still broadening
her horizons at METRO after 18 years, and
what makes a getaway in a vintage VW
camper van so relaxing.
You were appointed to the position of HR
Business Partner at METRO PROPERTIES
in March. What appealed to you about
the role?
To be honest, I was happy with the
responsibilities I had before, but one of
my motivating factors was to broaden
my horizons and see what else HR had
to offer within the group. I think that it
is possible to keep developing and look
at the bigger picture without leaving the
company. Now, for example, I liaise more
closely with management and the Works
Council. I think this communication interface is really interesting. The same goes
for communications between METRO AG
and METRO PROPERTIES.
I took 3 months off last year and came
back with an awareness that I needed
to keep a close eye on myself and draw
boundaries. With that in mind too, I
appreciate the trust that has been placed
in me with the new position. Perhaps that
fact encourages other people too.

What is at the heart of your work?
I support and assist staff and managers
throughout the employee life cycle. People aren’t just numbers to me. We tackle
everything together: their issues are also
my issues.
Ultimately, I have to be able to justify
all of my HR-related decisions. Being
empathetic is part of that – whether the
matter at hand is reintegration, the consequences of reorganisation or something else entirely. I want to understand
and relate to whatever it is 100%.

Caring and
camping

Ursula grew up in the Ruhr
Area and now calls Düsseldorf home. With 2 schoolaged children (aged 9
and 12) and a dog, she is
all too familiar with the
complexities of day-to-day
logistics. She is glad that
travelling is back on the
cards now: holidaying by
the water in Spain helps
her to relax and recharge
her batteries.
She likes sharing her experience and knowledge:
this year, she was invited
to speak at her old college
in Gelsenkirchen, where
she talked to the students
about topics such as
personality development,
confidence, job applications and self-marketing.

Ursula Botsch
HR Business Partner,
METRO AG

June

Did this ethos of empathy make the last
2 years particularly draining for you?
I think we were all in survival mode to
some extent, whether we have children
or not. I take my hat off to everyone.
Now, we need sensitivity to win people
over and motivate them again. My motto
is: ask people a question – like what has
changed for them. We always need feedback. Do the company’s expectations
tally with what employees can deliver?
We have the various different platforms
that stimulate dialogue too.

ENJOY! Summer, sun, Saarland
The summer can never be too long, but you do need
enough inspiration to see you through. Here are some
great ideas for hot days: www.urlaub.saarland/
Was-uns-gefaellt/Saarland-Sommer-Bucketlist-2022

The power of music

The FÊTE DE LA MUSIQUE is now
held in some 540 cities around the
world. In Saarbrücken, it is celebrated from 24 to 26 June – in public
squares, the inner courtyard of the
Stadtgalerie, the Franco-German
Gardens and many other places.

You mentioned survival mode. How do
you like to relax in your free time?
Self-reflection is important to me in my
free time too. I like to reflect while I’m
taking long walks or stand-up paddleboarding. A short break at a campsite
with our old VW camper van is always a
welcome getaway for me and my family.

August

‘THEIR
ISSUES ARE
ALSO MY
ISSUES.’

Gourmet Festival Düsseldorf
Europe’s biggest open-air food
festival is back, inviting you to
explore, relax, and treat your taste buds from 26 to 28
August. Stretched out along 2.4 km on and around the Kö,
stalls will invite visitors to wander around and try gourmet
delicacies. Sponsored by METRO, the festival attracted 217
exhibitors in 2019, showcasing an impressive variety of
culinary delights.
www.gourmetfestival-duesseldorf.de

Portrait: julianrentzsch.de

U

rsula Botsch came to the Global Mobility division of METRO Cash & Carry
International GmbH 18 years ago for a semester-long internship – and never
left. At the time, as a business management student specialising in retail and
human resources, she was keen to work for an international corporation. Her
career in HR got off to an unconventional start just 1 year later, when her then manager
found out about a vacancy in International Assignment Management and immediately
recruited her in the METRO car park. Ursula’s job was to support employees in various
METRO countries. Now 44, she was promoted to Team Leader in 2015.

nI t h em e r t i m e !
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Adventure is just around the corner
There are no hard and fast rules: even the shortest
outing can become an adventure if you try something
new. The good thing about micro-adventures is that
they don’t take much planning. All you need is
spontaneity and an open mind.
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Warmer weather encourages us to get outside
and connect more deeply with nature. It is time
to travel, soak up the sun, and enjoy the many
events and opportunities that summer has
to offer.
To help you do just that, WE MOVE has done the
legwork and put together some cultural, Francophile and other feel-good activities to inspire
you. With these events, the time between now
and the next issue will fly by.

July

La grande fête française
Düsseldorf’s 20th French festival
is expected to take place from
1 to 3 July this year.

U n e su pe r fê te !

Saarbrücken celebrates again
Held from 15 to 17 July, the new Kultstadtfest presents
top national acts, local artists, children’s activities and a
Saturday of culture.
Picnicking in the parks
Parklife – a series of urban picnics – will
invite people of all ages to Düsseldorf’s
parks again this year. From Hofgarten to Alte Sternwarte and Ostpark,
the concept shows the many different
green spaces the city has to offer and
how valuable they are for rest and
relaxation.
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Have you tried them yet? METRO Chef American
Style Brownies taste authentic – because they
are!

Illustration: hollywales.com

Easy to defrost in a pack of 16 individual servings, they are perfect for those times when you
want a sweet treat or a little something to go
with your afternoon coffee.
In 2020, the brownies were even commended by
the PLMA Salute to Excellence Awards for their
taste, user-friendliness and value for money.

Let’s celebrate chocolate
World Chocolate Day is celebrated on 7 July
each year. This special day was initiated by the
National Confectioners Association in 2003. It
commemorates 7 July 1550, when chocolate
was introduced to Europe for the first time.
Perhaps you could mark the day by tucking
into a few brownies – at work, during your
break or on the go.

E n jo y !
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